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Removable/Adjustable Tactical Cheekrests
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TactLite Adjustable Cheekrest Kit

[1] 6-32 x .75 Socket Head Flat
[4] 6-32 x 1/4” Low Profile Torx
Screw

[5] 6-32 Hex Nuts

Allen Wrench Set

Warning: When handling a firearm, always follow the proper handling procedures at all times.

!

Failure to follow
these procedures could result in serious damage, injury, or death. ATI is not responsible for damage to property,
injury, or death resulting from improper installation, misuse or modification of products. If you are not
comfortable completing any of the following steps, or do not have the proper tools enlist the help of your
local gunsmith. ATI is not responsible for components that are damaged due to improper installation.

TactLite Cheekrest Installation

A

Point the rifle in a safe direction and place the saftey in
the "on" position. Next remove the magazine, pull
back, and carefully inspect the chamber to be sure the
rifle is unloaded.
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Begin by placing the (5) 6/32 nuts into the slots of the
cheekrest rail as seen in Figure 1.
NOTE: Make sure that the nuts inside the rail do not fall
out while installing the rail onto the buttstock.
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TactLite Cheekrest Installation -Continued

A
2

Attach the left cheekrest rail as seen in Figure 2A onto the
left side of the Tactlite Stock Body by snapping in place
as seen in Figure 2B. Repeat the same process on the
right side of the buttstock.
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Using the provided 6-32 x .75 Flat Head Screw and a
5/64” allen wrench (not provided), tighten the left side
cheekrest rail to the right side cheekrest rail by threading
the screw threw the left side as seen in Figure 3.
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TactLite Cheekrest Installation -Continued

A
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Next choose the cheekrest you would like installed (short
or tall) and then take the cheekrest as seen in Figure 4
and slide onto the cheekrest rails making sure the holes
on the cheekrest line up with the cheekrest rail holes.
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Using the provided 6-32 x .25 Low Profile Allen Head
Screws and a 1/16 allen wrench (not provided), attach the
cheekrest to the cheekrest rails as seen in Figure 5.
Repeat the same process for the opposite side of the
cheekrest.
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